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Abstract—As the logic capacity of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) increases, they are being increasingly used to implement large arithmetic-intensive applications. Large arithmetic-intensive applications often contain a large proportion of datapath circuits. Since datapath circuits are designed to process multiple-bit-wide data, FPGAs implementing these circuits often have to transport a large amount of multiple-bit-wide signals from one computing element (such as a logic block, a DSP block, or a multi-bit addressable memory cell) to another. In this work, we investigate the area efficiency of FPGA routing resources for transporting multiple-bit-wide signals. It is shown that, for datapath circuits, the switch patterns used by the conventional routing architecture, which uniformly distribute routing switches across the routing tracks, are inefficient for connecting the computing elements to their tracks. The more efficient multi-bit aware patterns, which contain a densely populated single-bit region and a sparsely populated multi-bit region, can be effectively used to reduce the routing area of FPGAs for implementing arithmetic intensive applications by 6%–10%. It is also shown that the further sharing of configuration memory among the switches within the multi-bit aware patterns does not significantly increase their area efficiency since datapath circuits typically contain a mixture of multi-bit and single-bit signals—while configuration memory sharing can substantially increase the area efficiency of routing resources for transporting multi-bit signals, it also significantly reduces their ability for transporting single-bit signals. More importantly, configuration memory sharing can significantly reduce the effectiveness of the enhanced multi-bit aware patterns—patterns that incorporate both multi-bit aware and single-bit oriented switches within a single region in order to increase its ability for transporting both single-bit and multi-bit signals.

Index Terms—Area efficiency, datapath-oriented FPGA, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), routing resources.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the logic capacity of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) increases, they are being increasingly used to implement large arithmetic-intensive applications. Large arithmetic-intensive applications often contain a large proportion of datapath circuits. Since datapath circuits are designed to process multiple-bit-wide signals, FPGAs implementing these circuits are routinely used to transport these signals from one computing element (such as a logic block, a DSP block, or a multi-bit addressable memory cell) to another.

To transport a multiple-bit-wide signal, one can either treat the signal as a set of independent bits and route each bit individually through a set of conventional routing resources, or view the entire signal as a single coherent unit and transport the unit collectively through a set of specialized routing resources. In this work, we investigate the detailed design of these specialized routing resources on the area efficiency of FPGAs and compare them to the conventional routing resources, which are designed to transport independent bits of signals.

Several FPGAs have been proposed to use multi-bit routing resources to connect their computing elements [1]–[9]. Except for the work in [8] and [9], however, none has investigated their detailed design. Both [8] and [9] are based on the observation that multi-bit routing resources can be configured one datum at a time while the conventional routing resources must be configured one bit at a time. Consequently, both have focused on utilizing the multi-bit nature of signals to share configuration memory. These studies observe that this increase in configuration granularity can lead to a significant reduction in the amount of memory that is required to configure the routing resources and an increase in FPGA area efficiency.

The correlated behaviors of multi-bit signals, however, can affect the area efficiency of FPGAs in other ways. In particular, multi-bit routing resources can be grouped into multiple-bit-wide groups. Connecting two groups of resources together requires one to connect each bit in one group to a corresponding bit in the other. This one-to-one mapping of resources can result in a much sparser distribution of routing switches than the distribution employed in the conventional routing resources—which must use denser switch patterns to connect independent bits of signals. In this work, the sparse distribution is used to construct two multi-bit aware routing architectures—the sparse and the enhanced sparse architectures. The area efficiency of these architectures is then compared to the area efficiency of the conventional and the configuration memory sharing architectures.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II motivates the research and describes the routing architectures used in this investigation. Section III presents the detailed architectural parameters and examines their effects on the implementation area of the various FPGA components, Section IV presents experimental results, and Section V gives concluding remarks.

II. MULTI-BIT ROUTING ARCHITECTURES

Consider implementing a datapath circuit on FPGAs by mapping each bit slice of the circuit into a set of logic clusters. These clusters can then be grouped into a set of multi-bit computing elements that are connected by multi-bit signals. For example,
Fig. 1. Four-bit 7:2 compressor: (a) 7:2 compressor and its bit slices; (b) mapping each bit slice into two clusters; (c) mapping clusters into multi-bit computing elements.

Fig. 2. Connection patterns for single-bit and multi-bit elements: (a) independent signals and (b) correlated signals.

as shown in Fig. 1, each slice of a four-bit-wide 7:2 compressor [10] can be mapped into ten three-input lookup tables (LUTs), which in turn can be grouped into two logic clusters. The eight clusters from all bit slices can be organized into two multi-bit computing elements with each element containing four clusters, six four-bit-wide inputs and four four-bit-wide outputs.

The multi-bit processing nature of the multi-bit computing elements is significantly different from the single-bit design of the traditional logic blocks. While the input and output pins of a conventional logic block carry independent bits of information, the input and output pins of a multi-bit computing element are logically organized to represent multiple-bit-wide data. In this organization, pins that represent a datum are often used at the same time. Similarly, routing resources are often used to transport multiple-bit-wide signals from a common source to a common destination. These correlated behaviors can significantly affect the efficiency of FPGA routing resources.

In particular, if all signals are independent, there are different ways of using programmable switches to connect a group of \(m\) wires to another group of \(n\) wires. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows four vertical wires (which represent four output pins of a computing element) and four horizontal wires (which represent four FPGA routing tracks). These wires are connected by 12 programmable switches, which form one of the over 65,000 connection patterns. Taking into account of correlation, however, the situation changes. For example, if the vertical wires always simultaneously carry valid signals and these signals always share a common destination, connecting a vertical wire to a horizontal wire automatically implies three similar connections (one for each of the remaining vertical-horizontal pairs). Consequently, as shown in Fig. 2(b), each vertical wire only requires one connection for every four horizontal wires and the total number of connection patterns is reduced to 24. The reduction of eight connections per pattern can result in significant routing area savings, and the reduction in the number of patterns enables a more targeted search of the design space.

The exact number of connection point reduction, however, is closely related to the detailed placement of these points, the interaction between the patterns (there could be tens of thousands of connection points arranged using several patterns in a single architecture) and the routing demand of the applications.

The conventional routing architecture as defined in [11] exploits only a smaller number of design alternatives from this vast design space. The design space reduction is achieved through the use of disjoint [12]–[15] and near-disjoint [16]–[19] patterns in the switch blocks and by distributing logic block input/output connections uniformly across the routing tracks. In particular, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the disjoint topology is used to connect the horizontal tracks to the vertical tracks, where each horizontal track is connected to a distinct vertical track. The logic block input and output pins, on the other hand, are uniformly distributed based on the algorithm shown in Fig. 3(b). As shown, \(W\) is equal to the number of routing tracks per channel (where a channel is defined as the group of horizontal/vertical tracks located between two rows/columns of logic blocks). \(F_r\) is equal to the percentage of tracks per channel that can be connected to a logic block input/output pin. \(P\) is equal to the number of logic block input/output pins, and the switch pattern matrix contains the index of a routing track that the \(j\)th connection of the \(i\)th logic block input/output pin connects to.

Note that the algorithm connects each logic block input/output pin to the same number of tracks and given \(W\) tracks, it can generate \(W\) distinct patterns. As an example,
Fig. 3(c) shows the eight patterns that the algorithm can generate to connect eight tracks to four logic block input/output pins. These eight $W^2$ patterns represent a very small fraction of the total $2^{2W}(2^W \times P)$ switch patterns that can be used to connect the pins to the tracks.

This work expands the design space of the conventional connection blocks by exploiting the correlated behaviors of multi-bit signals while still preserving the tile-based design of conventional FPGAs. In particular, the disjoint pattern is applied to two groups of multi-bit routing resources as shown in Fig. 4(a), where a bit in one group is connected to a corresponding bit in the other. For routing channels designed to transport multiple multi-bit signals, the algorithm shown in Fig. 3(b) is used to distribute the disjoint patterns (instead of individual bits of switches) uniformly across a channel. For example, the distribution algorithm can connect 24 routing tracks (which are grouped into six four-bit-wide groups) to eight logic block input/output pins (which are grouped into two four-bit-wide groups) using the switch distributions shown in Fig. 4(b). The disjoint patterns are then used to complement the uniformly distributed switches, as shown in Fig. 4(c), to increase the area efficiency of routing resources for transporting multi-bit signals.

In this paper, the routing architecture shown in Fig. 4(c) is called the sparse routing architecture. Comparing to the $W$ connection block designs that can be generated by the
conventional routing architecture, the sparse architecture can generate \( \sum_{i=0}^{W/M} (\max(1, i) \times \max(1, W - i \times M)) \) distinct connection blocks. For example, when \( W \) is equal to 24 and \( M \) is equal to four, the sparse architecture can generate 170 distinct connection blocks while the conventional architecture can only generate 24. (Note that while the work in [8] and [9] employs similar disjoint patterns, these patterns were used in conjunction with configuration memory sharing. The independent effects of these patterns on FPGA area efficiency have not been examined previously.)

The functionalities of the sparse routing architecture can be further enhanced by incorporating additional programmable connections into the disjoint pattern. For example, the basic disjoint pattern shown in Fig. 4 is just one of the \( \prod_{i=1}^{M} \binom{i}{1} \) disjoint patterns that can be used to connect an \( M \)-bit-wide signal to another. Specifically, Fig. 5(a) shows the set of 24 disjoint patterns that can be used to connect two four-bit-wide signals. As shown each pattern provides a different amount of shift. These patterns can be used to enhance the basic disjoint pattern. For example, as shown in Fig. 5(b) two disjoint patterns are combined into a new pattern. In combination, the pattern provides two types of shifting capabilities—shift-by-0 and shift-to-the-right-by-two. The resulting patterns allow multi-bit routing tracks to rearrange as well as transport multi-bit signals.

Note that high fan-out signals, such as the control signals of the 4:1 multiplexer shown in Fig. 6, are routinely used to coordinate the operations of multiple bit slices in a datapath circuit. These signals also consist of a significant amount of connections in datapath circuits. The basic disjoint pattern can be further enhanced to support these control signals with the addition of routing switches that distribute a signal from one multi-bit routing track to all bit slices in a multi-bit logic block. As shown in Fig. 7, with the addition of control patterns, a multi-bit routing track can be used to distribute high fan-out signals as well as route multiple-bit-wide signals.

The routing architectures that contain additional disjoint or control patterns are called the enhanced sparse architectures. In the remainder of this paper, we evaluate the area efficiency of both sparse and enhanced sparse architectures and compare them to the conventional and configuration memory sharing architectures [8]. Note that, like the sparse architecture, the configuration memory sharing architecture, as shown in Fig. 8, also uses disjoint patterns to connect multi-bit routing tracks. Instead of relying on the sparseness of the disjoint patterns to reduce FPGA routing area, however, the architecture is designed to reduce configuration memory. Consequently, instead of using independently controlled switches within each disjoint pattern, each set of multi-bit routing tracks are driven by switches that are collectively controlled by a single set of configuration memory. Consequently, the configuration memory sharing architecture is less efficient at routing single-bit signals such as the high fan-out control signals.
III. ARCHITECTURAL MODELS AND PARAMETERS

The architectural model from [11] is used to evaluate the area efficiency of the sparse and enhanced sparse architectures. Area is measured in terms of the minimum-width transistor area and is based on the formula shown at the bottom of the page.

All architectures investigated in this work use the same layout as Fig. 9. As in Fig. 4(a), each multi-bit logic block consists of four logic clusters. Each cluster contains four fully connected basic logic elements (each basic logic element contains one LUT and one register), ten inputs, and four outputs. The inputs/outputs of each cluster are directly connected to the inputs/outputs of the multi-bit logic blocks. To capture multi-bit regularity, the logic clusters in each multi-bit logic block are used to implement identical portions of adjacent bit-slices from datapath circuits using datapath-oriented synthesis [20] and packing [21] tools. Note that the cluster size of four with ten inputs and four outputs was found to be the most area efficient for conventional FPGAs in [22]. Multi-bit logic blocks containing four logic clusters were shown to be the most area efficient for FPGAs with configuration memory sharing routing resources [8].

In the conventional routing architecture, both the input and output connection blocks can be parameterized by two parameters—\( W \), the number of routing tracks per channel and \( F_{\text{in}}/F_{\text{enh}} \), the percentage of these tracks that a logic block input/output pin connects to. An input connection block from the sparse routing architecture is parameterized by \( W_{\text{single}}, F_{\text{in,single}}, W_{\text{multi}}, \) and \( F_{\text{in,multi}} \). \( W_{\text{single}} \) and \( F_{\text{in,single}} \) are the number of single-bit tracks per channel and the percentage of these tracks that a logic block input pin can connect to. \( W_{\text{multi}} \) is the number of multi-bit tracks per channel (where the tracks are grouped into four-bit-wide groups) and \( F_{\text{in,multi}} \) is the percentage of these groups that a logic block input pin can connect to. Similarly the output connection block is parameterized by two additional parameters: \( F_{\text{out,single}} \) and \( F_{\text{out,multi}} \).

The enhanced sparse architecture differs from the sparse architecture in its input connection block design. In this work, the difference is characterized by the parameter \( F_{\text{enh}} \), which is equal to the percentage of multi-bit tracks that are connected through the enhanced disjoint patterns. For example, Fig. 10(a) shows the input connections for a group of four input pins. As shown, 16 of the 24 tracks are connected through disjoint patterns that are enhanced by the control pattern \( (F_{\text{enh}} = 0.67) \). Note that the control pattern is distributed uniformly across all bit positions, where the first, second, third, and fourth disjoint patterns are enhanced on the first, second, third, and fourth tracks, respectively. Three of the 24 disjoint patterns shown in Fig. 5(a) are also used to enhance the basic disjoint pattern. As shown in Fig. 10(b), these patterns correspond to shift-to-left by one, two, and three bits, respectively, and are uniformly distributed across all enhanced patterns.

As shown in Fig. 8, the sparse and enhanced sparse architectures differ from the configuration memory sharing architecture in their output connection block and switch block designs. (Note that, to accommodate connections from both multi-bit and single-bit tracks, configuration memory is not shared within the input connection blocks [8].) As shown in Fig. 11, in a configuration memory sharing output connection block, switches from a disjoint pattern share a single set of configuration memory.

Configuration memory is similarly shared in the switch blocks. In particular, the sparse and enhanced sparse architectures share the same switch block design as shown in Fig. 12(a) (Note that for clarity two-bit-wide groups instead of four-bit-wide groups are shown in the figure.) Each switch block consists of two types of routing switches—the full switches and the half switches. A full switch connects four

\[
\text{Area} = \sum_{\text{All Trans}} \left( 0.5 + \frac{\text{Drive Strength of the Current Trans}}{2 \times \text{Drive Strength of Min. Width Trans}} \right)
\]
Fig. 10. Enhanced disjoint patterns \( F_{c_{\text{ench}}} = 0.67 \): (a) disjoint patterns enhanced by control patterns and (b) disjoint patterns enhanced by shift patterns.

Fig. 11. Configuration memory sharing in output connection blocks.

track segments (two vertical and two horizontal) that terminate at the switch block. A half switch (required for connecting track segments that span multiple logic blocks), on the other hand, connects a vertical non-terminating segment to a horizontal non-terminating segment. The sparse/enhanced sparse architecture differs from the conventional architecture [as shown in Fig. 12(c)] in the placement of the full and half switches. As in the conventional architecture, in the sparse/enhanced sparse architecture each routing switch is independently controlled by its own configuration memory. In a configuration memory sharing switch block [as shown in Fig. 12(b)], on the other hand, configuration memory is always shared among the routing switches within each group of multi-bit routing tracks.

Figs. 13 and 14 show the total routing area, including the switch block area, the input connection block area, and the output connection block area, as a function of \( F_{c_{\text{ctrl}}} \) and \( F_{c_{\text{ctrl} \text{ multi}}} \). In both figures, the conventional architecture contains 40 single-bit tracks while the sparse, enhanced sparse, and configuration memory sharing architectures contain 40 multi-bit tracks grouped into four-bit-wide groups. In Fig. 13, \( F_{c_{\text{ctrl}}} \) (for the conventional routing architecture) and \( F_{c_{\text{ctrl} \text{ multi}}} \) (for the sparse, enhanced sparse, and configuration memory sharing routing architectures) are set to 0.3. In Fig. 14, \( F_{c_{\text{ctrl}}} \) and \( F_{c_{\text{ctrl} \text{ multi}}} \) are set to 0.8. As shown, for the same number of tracks, the sparse routing architecture consumes significantly less area than the conventional architecture, and the configuration memory sharing architecture consumes the least amount of area. These figures also show that the control and shift enhancements only slightly increase the implementation area of the enhanced sparse routing architecture over the sparse routing architecture.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To investigate the relationship between routing flexibility and routing switch density, we employ 15 datapath circuits from the Pico-Java processor [23]. As in [8] and [9], the circuits are first mapped onto multi-bit logic blocks using a set of datapath-oriented synthesis and packing tools [20], [21]. The logic blocks are then placed using the conventional simulated annealing placement [11], [24]. The placed circuits are then implemented on both the conventional and the multi-bit aware
routing architectures using the conventional [25, 26] or the multi-bit aware [9, 24] routing tools. Through these implementations, we attempt to address the following three questions: 1) What is the effect of configuration memory sharing on the overall area efficiency of FPGAs? 2) What is the most efficient method of increasing the area efficiency of the sparse routing architecture—increasing the flexibility of the input connection blocks through control and shift enhancements or reducing the implementation area of the output and switch blocks through configuration memory sharing? and 3) How does the area efficiency of the multi-bit aware routing architectures compare to the area efficiency of the conventional routing architecture?

Note that among the two routing tools only the multi-bit aware router is designed to utilize configuration memory sharing. To accomplish this, the router first differentiates multi-bit signals from single-bit signals. It then routes the multi-bit signals based on a modified negotiated-congestion algorithm [9]. Unlike the conventional negotiated-congestion algorithm [26], however, the multi-bit router rips up and reroutes one multi-bit signal (instead of one bit) at a time. By ripping up an entire signal, the router ensures that configuration memory sharing switches can always be identically configured when the signal is rerouted through configuration memory sharing resources [9].

If the signal is rerouted through non-configuration memory sharing resources, however, the ripping up of multiple bits can reduce routing efficiency—one bit might simply move to the tracks that are vacated (or made less costly) by the other bits [27]. Consequently, in this work, we employ the multi-bit aware routing tool only in the investigations that involve configuration memory sharing.

In each investigation, however, we do employ the same router across all architectures in order to eliminate routing tool variations. In particular, we observe the multi-bit aware routing tool is significantly different from the conventional routing tool due to its unique routing schedules (caused by the differentiation of multi-bit and single-bit signals), its special penalties for routing multi-bit/single-bit signals on single-bit/multi-bit tracks and its capability of deciding if multi-bit signals should be routed on multi-bit or single-bit tracks based on the routing results of test bits [9].

A. Effect of Configuration Memory Sharing on Area Efficiency

To investigate the effect of configuration memory sharing on the area efficiency of FPGAs, we measure the amount of routing area that is required to implement the benchmark circuits for both the configuration memory sharing and the sparse routing architectures. The parameter settings used in this investigation are shown in Table I. As shown, the $F_C$ values ($F_{C, \text{in single}}$ and $F_{C, \text{cont single}}$) are kept constant for single-bit tracks in both architectures. These values were found to be the most efficient for the configuration memory sharing architecture in [8]. We assume that they are equally efficient for the sparse routing architecture. Similarly, the routing track segment length was set to two and the minimum area implementation of the multiplexer is used.

We varied $F_C$ values ($F_{C, \text{in multi}}$ and $F_{C, \text{cont multi}}$) for the multi-bit tracks for both the configuration memory sharing and the sparse routing architectures. For each set of $F_{C, \text{in multi}}$ and $F_{C, \text{cont multi}}$ values, we varied the number of multi-bit tracks from 4 to 64 tracks. For a given number of multi-bit tracks, we search for the minimum number of single-bit tracks that are required to implement each circuit.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the average number of routing track segments that are required to implement a circuit for the configuration memory sharing and the sparse routing architectures, respectively. There are two curves in each figure—one shows the average number of single-bit track segments that are required to implement a circuit while the other shows the average number of multi-bit track segments. As shown, for the configuration memory sharing architecture, the utilization of the multi-bit
tracks increases with the increasing values of $F_{\text{cin\_multi}}$ and $F_{\text{cout\_multi}}$. In particular, when $F_{\text{cin\_multi}}$ is set to 0.4 and $F_{\text{cout\_multi}}$ is set to 0.25, 2663 multi-bit track segments are required to implement a circuit. When $F_{\text{cin\_multi}}$ is increased to 1.0 and $F_{\text{cout\_multi}}$ is increased to 0.8, only 1985 multi-bit track segments are required. Note that this reduction is largely due to the more efficient use of the multi-bit tracks by the multi-bit signals since the number of single-bit track segments stays largely the same over all values of $F_{\text{cin\_multi}}$ and $F_{\text{cout\_multi}}$.

Fig. 16 shows that when configuration memory sharing is removed from the multi-bit tracks, there is a substantial reduction in the number of multi-bit track segments for small values of $F_{\text{cin\_multi}}$ and $F_{\text{cout\_multi}}$. This reduction is due to the increase in multi-bit track flexibility and their per-track implementation area. As the values of $F_{\text{cin\_multi}}$ and $F_{\text{cout\_multi}}$ increase, the utilization of the multi-bit tracks increases as well. This increase, however, is due to the more efficient use of multi-bit tracks by multi-bit signals as well as single-bit signals. Consequently, the total number of single-bit track segments decreases with increasing values of $F_{\text{cin\_multi}}$ and $F_{\text{cout\_multi}}$.

Fig. 17 shows the effect of multi-bit track utilization on routing area. In the figure, area is the minimum average routing area across 15 benchmarks. The curve above is for the sparse routing architecture while the curve below is for the configuration memory sharing routing architecture. As shown, the best sparse architecture consumes 5% more routing area than the best configuration memory sharing architecture.

In Fig. 17, the same multi-bit aware routing algorithm [9] is used for both the configuration memory sharing and the sparse routing architectures. The algorithm, however, is specialized for configuration memory sharing. Since it is very expensive to route a single bit of signal on a set of configuration memory sharing routing resources, this algorithm encourages multi-bit signals to use multi-bit tracks as much as possible. It heavily penalizes the act of breaking a multi-bit signal into individual bits and routing some of the bits on single-bit tracks and the remaining bits on multi-bit tracks [9], [24]. Without configuration memory sharing, however, the penalty still forces the single-bit and multi-bit signals to stay on their respective routing resources even when one type of resource is much more congested than the other.

We modified the routing algorithm for the sparse architecture by removing the penalty. With the penalty removed, more multi-bit signals can be routed on single-bit tracks. This results in a slight increase in the number of single-bit track segments and a significant reduction in the number of multi-bit track segments as shown in Fig. 18. Consequently, the routing area of the sparse architecture is further reduced as shown in Fig. 19.

To determine the best proportion of multi-bit routing tracks for the configuration memory sharing and the sparse routing
architectures, we repeat the above experiment by fixing the percentage of multi-bit routing tracks. The result is shown in Fig. 20. As shown the best number of multi-bit tracks as a percentage of the total number of tracks is between 50% and 60% for the configuration memory sharing architecture and 40% to 50% for the sparse architecture. The best sparse architecture consumes 1.2% more routing area than the configuration memory sharing routing architecture. Fig. 21 shows the average number of track segments as a function of the percentage of multi-bit tracks. As shown the most area efficient sparse routing architecture uses 16% less track segments than the most area efficient configuration memory sharing routing architecture.

B. Shift and Control Enhancements Versus Configuration Memory Sharing

In this section, we evaluate the effect of the shift and control enhancements on the area efficiency of FPGAs. The parameter settings used in this investigation are shown in Table II. In particular, the same parameter values from Section IV-A are used for the single-bit tracks. For multi-bit tracks, the $F_{\text{c,multi}}$ and $F_{\text{c,multi}}$ values are set to 0.6 and 0.4 for the configuration memory sharing architecture and 0.7 and 0.5 for the enhanced sparse architecture. These values are shown to be the most area efficient in Section IV-A. For each set of $F_{\text{c,multi}}$ and $F_{\text{c,multi}}$ values, we vary the $F_{\text{c,multi}}$ value from 0 to 1.0. For each value of $F_{\text{c,multi}}$, we vary the number of multi-bit tracks from 4 to 64 to find the minimum number of single-bit tracks that is required to route a circuit.

For the control-enhanced sparse architecture, Fig. 22 shows the effect of $F_{\text{c,multi}}$ on the average number of routing track segments that is required support a circuit. As shown, as the value of $F_{\text{c,multi}}$ is increased from 0 to 0.6, more and more single-bit signals are routed on the multi-bit tracks. Consequently the number of multi-bit tracks increases and the number of single-bit tracks decreases. As $F_{\text{c,multi}}$ is increased beyond 0.6, the number of multi-bit and single-bit tracks stabilizes as most of the signals that can be efficiently routed through the multi-bit tracks have already been moved onto these tracks.

Fig. 23 shows the effect of control enhancements on area. As shown, the control-enhanced sparse architecture is more efficient than the configuration memory sharing architecture over all percentage values of multi-bit tracks. In particular, the best control-enhanced sparse architecture (at 60%–70% multi-bit tracks) is 1.8% smaller than the best configuration memory sharing architecture (at 50%–60% multi-bit tracks). Fig. 24 shows the best control-enhanced sparse architecture requires 18% less routing tracks than the best configuration memory sharing architecture.

Table III summarizes the best implementation area for each benchmark circuit for the configuration memory sharing, the sparse, and the control-enhanced sparse architectures. These circuits are divided into four groups according to the percentage.
of multi-bit signals that they contain. As shown, for circuits with less than 60% multi-bit signals, the enhanced sparse architectures are more area efficient than the configuration memory sharing architecture. For circuits with more than 60% multi-bit signals, the configuration memory sharing architecture is more area efficient.

Fig. 23 also shows the effect of shift enhancements on area. As shown, the shift-enhanced sparse architecture is less area efficient than the configuration memory sharing architecture. This is primarily due to the small amount of single-fanout shift signals that present in the benchmarks—unlike the multi-fanout signals targeted by the control switch patterns, the single-fanout signals targeted by the shift switch patterns can often be eliminated by mapping their source clusters onto the same bit positions as their sink clusters by the CAD tools [20], [24].

C. Multi-Bit Aware Versus Conventional Routing Architectures

Having compared the area efficiency of the multi-bit aware routing architectures, this section compares two of the most area efficient architectures—the sparse and the control-enhanced sparse architectures—to the area efficiency of the conventional routing architecture. Table IV shows the parameter settings used in this investigation. In particular, the conventional routing tool [25], [26] is used since none of the architectures employs configuration memory sharing and our results show the conventional routing tool outperforms the multi-bit aware tool [9] for these architectures. For the conventional routing architecture, the \( F_{c,in} \) value is set to 0.25. It is shown to be the most area efficient in previous studies [28]. The \( F_{c,in} \) value is varied from 0.3 to 0.8 to measure the minimum routing area that is required to implement the benchmarks. Fig. 25 shows that 0.4 is the most area efficient \( F_{c,in} \) value for the conventional architecture.

For the sparse and enhanced sparse architectures, we vary \( F_{c,in,multi}, F_{c,out,multi}, W_{multi}, \) and \( F_{c,en,multi} \), as in Sections IV-A and IV-B. We found that for the conventional routing tool, the most area efficient parameter values are \( F_{c,in,multi} = 0.6 \) and \( F_{c,en,multi} = 0.4 \) for the sparse architecture and \( F_{c,en,multi} = 0.6, F_{c,out,multi} = 0.4 \), and \( F_{c,en} = 0.8 \) for the control-enhanced sparse architecture.

Fig. 26 shows the routing area as a function of the percentage of multi-bit tracks for the three architectures. As shown the control-enhanced sparse architecture is the most area efficient. At 70%–80% multi-bit tracks, it consumes 10% less area than the conventional routing architecture. The figure also shows that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Range</th>
<th>Benchmark (%) of Multi-Bit Signals</th>
<th>Config. Mem. Sharing</th>
<th>Sparse</th>
<th>Enhanced Sparse (( F_{c,en}=0.6 ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30-40%</td>
<td>multcomp (32%)</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-50%</td>
<td>prs (42%)</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>code_seq (46%)</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exponent (47%)</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>icmode (48%)</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>6.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>smu (51%)</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>smdr (53%)</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pipe (56%)</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mantissa (56%)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>7.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-70%</td>
<td>icu (61%)</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>icode (61%)</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>load (61%)</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ex (61%)</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dec (65%)</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>7.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the sparse architecture also consumes less area than the conventional architecture. At 50%–60% multi-bit tracks, the sparse architecture is 5.8% smaller than the conventional architecture.

Finally, Fig. 27 shows the number of track segments per circuit as a function of the percentage of multi-bit tracks. As shown both the sparse and the enhanced sparse architectures consume more track segments than the conventional architecture—with the best sparse architecture employing 8% more track segments and the best control-enhanced sparse architecture employing 4% more track segments.

Table V shows the routing delays of the 15 benchmarks routed on the most area efficient conventional, configuration memory sharing, sparse and enhanced sparse architectures. The geometric means of the routing delays across the 15 benchmarks for the four architectures are listed at the bottom of the table. The geometric means of the routing delays show that the most area efficient sparse and enhanced sparse architectures have slightly better performance than the most area efficient conventional and configuration memory sharing architectures.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we investigated the area efficiency of two multi-bit aware routing architectures—the sparse and the enhanced sparse architectures—and compared them against the configuration memory sharing and the conventional routing architectures for implementing arithmetic intensive applications. We found that, under the multi-bit aware router, both the sparse and the enhanced sparse architectures are as efficient as the configuration memory sharing architecture. In particular, our benchmarks show that the best sparse architecture only consumes 1.2% more area than the configuration memory sharing architecture while the best enhanced sparse architecture

Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Settings for the Conventional, Sparse, and Control-Enhanced Sparse Architectures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters for Conventional Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters for Single-Bit Tracks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters for Multi-Bit Tracks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we investigated the area efficiency of two multi-bit aware routing architectures—the sparse and the enhanced sparse architectures—and compared them against the configuration memory sharing and the conventional routing architectures for implementing arithmetic intensive applications. We found that, under the multi-bit aware router, both the sparse and the enhanced sparse architectures are as efficient as the configuration memory sharing architecture. In particular, our benchmarks show that the best sparse architecture only consumes 1.2% more area than the configuration memory sharing architecture while the best enhanced sparse architecture
consumes 1.8% less. The data show that the sharing of configuration memory does not increase the area efficiency of multi-bit aware routing architectures for the arithmetic intensive circuits investigated in this work. Instead, the multi-bit aware switch patterns are directly responsible for area reductions.

More importantly, the area efficiency of the sparse and the enhanced sparse architectures can be further improved by substituting the multi-bit aware router with the bit-oriented conventional router. We found that, using the conventional router, the sparse architecture is 5.8% more area efficient than the conventional routing architecture while the control-enhanced sparse architecture is 10% more area efficient. Our results suggest that as modern FPGAs are being increasingly used to implement large multi-bit processing circuits, FPGA architects should look beyond the conventional routing architecture in order to create more area efficient FPGAs.

Finally, here are the two suggested directions of future research. First, since the power efficiency of FPGAs can correlate beyond the conventional routing architecture in order to create more area efficient FPGAs.
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